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Donetsk Authorities Claim NATO Ammunition Found
in Ukraine
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The Donetsk People’s Republic (DPR) forces has found ammunition used exclusively in NATO
countries that the Ukrainian Army is not usually equipped with, Deputy Donetsk Militia
Commander Eduard Basurin said Tuesday.

“These types of ammunition are designed for NATO countries. One of them [devices] is
equipped with a base fuse. For instance, when this type of ammunition hits the wall, it blasts
and destroys it [wall]. The Ukrainian forces do not have this type of ammunition,” Basurin
said, demonstrating the ammunition to journalists.
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DPR authorities have repeatedly claimed finding US-made weapons in the Donetsk Airport,
previously occupied by the Ukrainian military. On January 19, Basurin said that DPR forces
had found large quantities of US-made weapons, including M16-A5 assault rifles, grenades
and communication devices. Prior to Basurin’s remarks, DPR leader Alexander
Zakharchenko said that US-made weapons had found in the airport.

On January 21, 2015 Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov harshly criticized the deliveries
of weapons by a number of NATO members and European Union countries, saying this move
went against EU and Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) norms.

On Thursday, Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk said that no lethal weapons had
been delivered to Kiev by the West, despite an announcement made by Ukrainian President
Petro Poroshenko in September that a number of NATO countries had agreed to supply the
country with modern weapons. Presidential adviser Yuri Lutsenko later claimed that an
agreement on the supply of weapons from the United States, France, Poland, Norway and
Italy had been reached at the NATO summit in Wales. However these countries denied the
statement.
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